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Abstract: Rural tourism plays an increasing role in maintaining sustainable rural development. Integrating culture into rural tourism is multifaceted. Local communities have often been regarded as homogeneous, and different voices within them are selectively presented or re-interpreted by those in power. A better understanding of how and why cultures are integrated into rural tourism is urgently needed. This paper aims to investigate (1) the aims and motives of tourism managers to integrate cultural concepts into rural tourism; (2) who has participated in the cultural integration process; and (3) how cultures have been integrated into rural tourism. Based on a scoping literature review, we found that cultures could add more attractions, such as historical heritage, artwork, cultural landscape, customs, food, and language, to the natural landscape and bring more tourists to rural areas. However, integrating cultures into rural tourism is not always successful. Conflicts of interest among different stakeholders are also often found. Some of the worst cases of cultural integration have even destroyed the original natural landscape and local cultures. While cultural integration is complicated, injustice and perverse effects do not have to be a consequence of integrating cultures into rural tourism. Multi-way communication among tourism providers, managers, and consumers can mitigate disruptive outcomes and unlock positive social outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Many rural areas are now being challenged as never before by urban sprawl and agricultural restructuring [1]. To revive rural areas, rural tourism has been described as an approach to revitalize rural space in developed countries and regions such as Japan, Australia, and France, and more recently, in China, Romania, Mexico, and other developing countries and regions [2–5]. Rural tourism is adopted by peripheral areas to achieve socio-economic regeneration and development that can benefit all communities in rural spaces [6]. Accordingly, rural tourism has been increasingly considered and applied as a silver bullet to creating leisure space [3], exploring sustainable development opportunities [7], inheriting local cultures [8], conserving heritage, and protecting ecology [2]. More recently, the outbreak of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic highlighted the need for rural tourism for domestic and local communities due to disrupted international tourism and travel [9].

Tourists are attracted to rural areas due to a wide range of natural and cultural resources, associated infrastructure, interpretative facilities, and provision of goods and services [9,10]. Although culture and tourism are always inextricably linked [11,12], it is believed that deliberately integrating culture into rural tourism can add more attractions, such as folklore and valued landscapes, to existing natural landscapes, and this has been more broadly and increasingly adopted [13,14]. Additionally, cultural integration also...
preserves traditional and local cultures and merges them with the modern world to co-produce new products, services, knowledge, and skills [15–17].

However, cultural integration is not always successful. For example, the development of cultural tourism in Bali, especially the Benoa Bay reclamation project, has destroyed local cultures in many aspects, including traditional buildings and sacred locations for indigenous ceremonies [18]. Cultural tourism has shown little respect for local communities and the country, and local people feel that they and their cultures are a public display of bodies, similar to animal tourism in zoos and aquariums [18].

Some poorly directed attempts at integration have damaged or destroyed original natural resources and traditional cultures. For example, trophy hunting, also known as hunting with the camera, was introduced in Khunjerab National Park in Pakistan to enhance the local peoples’ livelihood and conserve ecology [19]. This approach integrates the colonial culture of killing and showcasing animals and is able to attract crowds of rich tourists from the West and China [19]. However, trophy hunting has been poorly managed, and the wildlife has been harvested unsustainably, unbalancing the food chain and disturbing the wildlife habitats, as well as increasing human–wildlife conflicts, including between local villagers and snow leopards [19]. Many local people also view trophy hunting as a neo-colonialist practice that privileges Western elites in accessing local wildlife resources and affects local people’s relationships with wildlife.

Some cultural integration practices have not helped the conservation of natural landscapes or culture inheritance but have destroyed original cultural historic sites and resilient ecosystems. For example, the Xiagei Hot Spring in Shangri-La County, China, is a typical geological landscape formed by a hot spring and is known for its marvelous spectacles, such as the hot gas injection hole. However, without a clear understanding of the geological structure, tourism developers attempted to turn the air jet hole into a “sauna” and destroyed the hot gas injection area, resulting in serious damage to the rare geological landscape [20].

In addition, Fjaðrárgljúfur (also known as feather river canyon) in southeast Iceland has experienced increased vandalism, littering, and noise caused by the growth in tourism, especially after the release of a television series, Game of Thrones, in 2017 [21]. Some local people have also been priced out of the housing market due to increasing housing prices and more buyers [21].

Approaches such as integrated rural tourism [22] and community-led tourism [23] have been proposed to empower or center the local community in planning and managing tourism development to integrate cultures sustainably and in parallel with territory development, culture inheritance, and ecology conservation [24,25]. Empowering local communities has become another silver bullet and differs from managing competing values among diverse stakeholders in tourism development. Although most included studies have reported the benefits of cultural integration in rural tourism, the reported successful cases may only represent a small proportion of all cultural integration cases. The cases that have been relatively less reported may require at least the same amount of attention, which is the reason a scoping review study is urgently needed.

Integrating culture into rural tourism is multifaceted [24,26]. Each community has its own culture and is different from any other community at least in one aspect. Showcasing local cultures in rural tourism means bringing a culture that does not originally belong to the community, letting alone many cultures being integrated are not local cultures. Some culture integration occurs when inheriting the local culture but what is introduced is indeed a Western sighting culture. Local cultures in these cases are resources for exploitation, such as the Bali case we introduced above. Local voices are submerged in showcasing the part of local cultures that could attract most tourists. This is why local communities are often regarded as homogeneous, and different internal voices are selectively presented or re-interpreted by those in power, such as local governments and capitalists [23,26]. For outsiders, including tourists and tourism managers, cultural integration is a process of increasing the weight of culture in rural tourism. Thus, culture integration is not a linear and fixed process and its effects will be shaped by the way it is brought in. Uncovering
why and how culture has been integrated helps us to identify the winners and losers of tourism development and further explore more just approaches to developing tourism.

This study aims to re-visit the homogeneous view of cultural integration in rural tourism and understand the current research landscape. To understand how and why culture has been integrated, a summary of multiple views is needed based on different cases across the world. Three questions are asked to lead to the discovery of multiple views from the existing literature. First, what are the aims and motives of different countries and regions to integrate cultural concepts into rural tourism? Second, who has participated in the cultural integration process and what are their attitudes? Third, how have cultures been integrated into rural tourism? Discussing these three questions helps to advance the understanding of rural tourism and its management by exploring the complex attitudes of and the interactions among different stakeholders. The rest of this paper is divided into four parts. First, to answer the first research question, a general overview of the considerations and practices of integrating culture into rural tourism and different themes of cultural integration in different countries and regions are presented. Second, to answer the second question, the roles of a range of stakeholders participating in tourism management and how they affect cultural integration in tourism are identified. Third, to answer the third question, examples of cultural integration into rural tourism from the available literature are categorized into three levels. The paper ends by synthesizing the findings and providing policy implications.

2. Materials and Methods

Scoping studies (or reviews) are an increasingly popular approach to reviewing evidence to convey the breadth and depth of a field [27,28]. Scoping reviews differ from narrative reviews and systematic reviews because they aim to determine the coverage of a body of evidence on a given topic rather than to synthesize the literature in a systematic approach [29]. Identifying and mapping the available evidence is the focus of scoping studies [30].

The authors adopted a scoping review approach because we want to map the landscape of different stakeholders’ values and the interactions among them in the process of integrating culture into rural tourism development. Additionally, a scoping review approach also allowed us to interpret the literature analytically [29]. Thus, a scoping review was undertaken based on the framework of Arksey and O’Malley [31] to understand how and why cultures are integrated into rural tourism. The following sections outline the five steps of our scoping review.

2.1. Step 1: Identifying the Research Question

This step requires identifying a guiding research question based on the research goals. The research question needs to include three elements: population, intervention, and outcomes [31]. Our research question was “What is known from the existing literature about the aims and motives (outcome) of integrating cultures (intervention) into rural tourism (population)?”.

2.2. Step 2: Identifying Relevant Studies

A search string was created using Boolean operators (including OR, AND, NOT, quotation marks, wildcards, and brackets): (“rural tour*” OR “rustic* tour*” OR “countryside tour*” OR “exurban tour*” OR “out-country tour*” OR “undeveloped tour*” OR “arcadian tour*” OR “out-of-town tour*”) AND (“cultur* attraction*” OR “minorit* cultur*” OR “ethnic cultur*” OR “indigenous cultur*” OR “aboriginal cultur*” OR “local cultur*” OR heritage OR “tradition* cultur*” OR festival* OR “cultur* activit*” OR “cultur* event*”) AND (plan OR aim* OR animus OR intent* OR purpos* OR thinking OR object* OR occasion* OR cause* OR reason* OR rational* OR why OR incentiv* OR motiv* OR impetu* OR stimul* OR encourage* OR induce*). The search string was applied to the Web of Science (WoS) Core Collection (1900–present) on 8 March 2022.
2.3. Step 3: Study Selection and Charting the Data

After the searched records (n = 169) were exported from the WoS Core Collection, they were screened following the procedures in Figure 1. Only peer-reviewed journal articles focusing on both cultural and rural tourism were included. The searched records were first read and assessed by every author independently. All authors then gathered and discussed the assessment results. Articles were included only when agreements were reached among all authors.

![Flow diagram of the literature search strategy and review process.](image)

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the literature search strategy and review process.

2.4. Step 4: Collating, Summarizing, and Reporting the Results

Eighty-seven articles were included in this study after screening. The screening outcomes are presented in Supplementary File S1. All articles were then categorized based on a narrative or thematic approach, proposed by Arksey and O’Malley [31], to present a narrative account of the existing research. This is because scoping studies tend to summarize and present themes and findings evenly, including theoretical or conceptual positions adopted by authors [29]. This approach fits our purpose of identifying the holistic landscape of culture-integrated rural tourism by considering the different geographical locations, participating stakeholders, and integration forms.
3. Results
3.1. Roles of Cultural Integration to Sustain Rural Tourism

Although rural areas provide abundant natural attractions, including landscapes, fresh air, natural views, plants, and wildlife, cultural elements can bring additional opportunities for tourism development and preserve unique connections between tourists and destinations [32].

Culture is defined by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as “the set of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features of society or a social group, and that it encompasses, in addition to art and literature, lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems, traditions and beliefs” [33]. Thus, cultural integration can offer new experiences of tourism since cultural tourism contributes to the conservation of cultural assets (p.9) [34]. Local cultures and heritage can be better preserved to build ‘sustainability’ in rural tourism, relying less on the exploitation of resources, such as deforestation, commercial farming, and destructive recreational activities [13]. For example, cultural tourism has induced a new trend for accommodation in the traditional countryside. The Hobbit House, Bag End, the Mill, the Party Book, the Green Dragon Inn, and other settings from The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit fantasy movies attract millions of tourists with the unique culture of Hobbiton [35].

In addition, culture-integrated rural tourism opens a window for cross-culture communication and the invention of new cultures, such as a new school of arts. Tourism activities with a mixture of local resources and culture are unique attractions to tourists, and they can also be regarded as part of a larger process of the rediscovery of traditional local architecture and functional components of rural space [36]. For example, the Cologne Art Fair in 2022 is an eye-catching mix of old and new, modern and traditional, antique curios and modern sculpture, mahogany collections and modern brand designs, attracting people who are interested in the arts to visit Germany as tourists [37]. Not only can this kind of tourism strengthen the communication and connection of tourists and destination and of memory and culture, but it also creates a bridge between ancient and modern society, leading to innovative achievements.

However, cultural integration will also commodify local cultures and diminish the local identity of communities with the development of tourism consumption [11]. Capital-intensive development will raise the social cost, with local communities largely excluded from the decision making. For example, to attract more tourists, the local villagers living in the Yellow Silk Village in Ala Town, Fenghuang County, were forced to relocate from their original villages to a new place for the development of the historical rampart built in 687 A.D. during the Tang Dynasty as a new tourism attraction [38]. In the following sections, we present why culture has been integrated into rural tourism by different countries, the views of different stakeholders during the integration process, and how culture has been integrated.

3.2. Lessons from Different Geographical Locations

We categorized the literature into different countries and explored why cultures have been integrated into rural tourism. The full results are presented in Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials. Figure 2, below, summarizes a narrative account of six themes: (1) reviving isolated destinations and remote villages; (2) conserving heritage by establishing historical and cultural attractions; (3) conserving agricultural heritage; (4) conserving natural resources and landscape; (5) inheritance of indigenous culture; and (6) branding and attracting tourists.
The first theme describes the remote and isolated regions with heritage that have utilized their local cultures to attract tourists and ultimately revive the local economy. For example, the local wisdom regarding musical instruments and managing the physical and spiritual environment of the people living in Tugu Utara Village has been translated into tourist attractions, facilitating the tourism development of West Java [39]. Tourists are fascinated with the unique local characteristics and philosophical values, including proverbs, handicrafts, architecture, cuisine, kesenia reog, lute fultue, and traditional keris weapons [39]. Tourists are willing to spend long periods of time at different destinations and experience diverse cultural activities. The revenue and employment opportunities brought about by tourists have improved the local economy and increased the popularity of the local culture.

The second theme describes the tourism managers who have adopted culture as an approach to attracting tourists and branding. Such integration attracts global tourists by providing local food, special festivals, and other cultural resources. For example, local food and related festivals could attract tourists with a preference for food to stay at the destination to taste different local foods and celebrate festivals with the locals. Cultural integration can also increase the lengths of stay of tourists at destinations [40]. Moreover, having culturally diverse activities is an opportunity to increase touristic experiences, meeting the tourists’ demands for rich experiences while traveling [40].

Conserving heritage by establishing historical and cultural attractions is the third theme identified from the literature. This approach aims to use tourism to attract resources and attention to conserve the local heritage. For example, mural-based tourism, filled with ancient stories and elements, is a specific strategy that has been used to conserve the historical and cultural heritage of Saskatchewan communities [41].

Conserving agricultural heritage by providing manifold agricultural activities to tourists is the fourth motive for integrating cultures into rural tourism. Agricultural traditions are important parts of the way of life and culture of local people living in rural areas. Conserving agricultural heritage can provide new tourism activities, such as fishing, fruit picking, and food making, helping to sustain local people’s traditional way of living [42]. For example, many family farmers around the world have transformed their farms into agritourism destinations by providing fruit-picking activities [43–45]. This business model helps to conserve agricultural heritage and brings opportunities for little-known agricultural destinations and resources [43].

Figure 2. Six themes of integration incentives identified from included studies.
The fifth theme describes the motive for culture-integrated rural tourism to conserve natural and unique landscapes. Local cultures, such as the sounds of waterwheels and indigenous rock arrangements, can be integrated into natural landscapes to create unique cultural scenery, such as soundscapes, to offer fresh experiences to tourists [46,47]. This approach offers additional value to existing landscapes and provides more incentives to conserve the landscapes. For example, a specific garden in Brazil was designed by famous designers and collectors who utilized the local topography and collected local plants that were transplanted into the new rural garden. Such a method can help conserve unique natural resources because of the care provided by the garden’s managers since they have a responsibility to guarantee a sufficient flow of tourists to the garden [48].

The last theme introduces the motive for rural tourism to inherit indigenous culture. For example, Uygur has its own minority culture, including art, music, festivals, food, and costumes [49]. However, these have been neglected by tourism managers in the past, which hampers the inheritance of minority cultures. Nowadays, tourism in Uygur pays attention to such integration [49]. Uygur performers, who wear traditional Uygur costumes—the chapan (jacket), koynek (shirt), and doppa (skullcap)—perform songs (naksha) and a series of energetic traditional dances accompanied by Uygur instrumentalists for tourists [49]. This prevents the loss of this valuable culture, as has occurred in other common tourism destinations.

3.3. Stakeholder Analysis

Advocates, opponents, and people preserving an attitude of neutrality represent three different views among stakeholders on integrating culture into rural tourism. As shown in Figure 3 below, more than 84% of the identified stakeholders in the literature are advocates. Opponents and people with a neutral attitude only comprise around 8% each. Advocates are found in all stakeholder groups in literature. Many higher authorities, NGOs, and indigenous people are advocates because, as stated in the literature, they believe cultural integration can promote tourism, conserve the environment, and preserve local heritage (Table S2 in the Supplementary Materials).

![Figure 3. Stakeholders’ views on cultural integration into rural tourism.](image)

When it comes to the expectations of these stakeholders, tourism providers, such as entrepreneurs, need business opportunities for inbound tourism, and larger operating spaces are important for marketing reciprocal tourism. Tourism managers, such as the local government, need to promote and manage local resources and services. Tourism
demanders, i.e., tourists, look forward to new activities they cannot experience in cities, such as unique soundscapes, a clean environment, beautiful scenery, and cultural festivals.

To uncover the complex process of cultural integration, opponents and their views need to be understood and highlighted. Opponents are found in stakeholder groups of entrepreneurs, host communities, tourists, and local governments (Figure 3). Some entrepreneurs are concerned that cultural integration requires large new investments but results in little profit. New local businesses are also concerned about the competitive local real estate market. For example, the popularity of hotels was promoted by the revitalization of a peripheral village in Mértola, which has led to an increase in the number of chain hotels, reducing the profits entrepreneurs make [50]. In addition, entrepreneurs may be concerned about the trend of agritourism transforming standard farms, for example, whether tourists will be attracted to Nova Scotia to pick fruit [36].

Similarly, some tourists also worry about the increasing costs in rural destinations after cultural integration. For example, some culture-integrated trips will add additional costs for the tourists and may make them less interested. Ecological environments, rather than cultural products or heritage, are more popular with tourists when visitor traffic increases and costs rise [51]. In addition, tourists may not be interested in some of the cultural integration activities; for example, some people prefer to visit the natural landscape of Chengdu Plain rather than enjoy the local food; therefore, they are unwilling to pay for the latter [51].

Local governments may also be concerned about whether large-scale cultural integration projects will become a new financial burden. Cultural integration often requires investments in improving the landscape and heritage elements. For example, the Chengdu Municipal Government in China expressed concerns about more funds and efforts to refurbish the original site. It is uncertain if tourism revenue can offset the financial cost [51]. Higher authorities are aware of non-consensus emerging and growing among different stakeholders during cultural integration [15]. Moreover, host communities may not be satisfied with the cultural integration process and outcomes [52]. Host communities are uncertain about the benefits and costs brought about by cultural integration, such as environmental impacts [15]. They are also concerned about the cumulative impacts of the quick influx of capital, such as their voices disappearing in the decision-making process [53].

### 3.4. Integration Levels of Cultural Considerations in Rural Tourism

Cultures have been widely and increasingly integrated into rural tourism, but how cultures are integrated remains a complicated issue. Based on the 54 studies included, we identified three different levels of integration (Figure 4), which are culture-affiliated tourism, culture-supported tourism, and culture-led tourism (Table S3 in the Supplementary Materials).

Culture-affiliated tourism describes rural tourism led by unique sightseeing that does not have a direct relationship with the local culture. The main attractions for tourists are the natural components, including the natural resources, natural aesthetic, and soundscapes. Culture plays an accessory role in attracting tourists, such as higher ratings [54] and ecotourism trips [55]. For example, Shenquan Ecotourism Scenic Spot, located in Toketo County, Hohhot city, Inner Mongolia, attracts tourists with its earned national AAAA certificate [56]. The biggest highlight of the scenic area is the unique wetland–grassland around the Yellow River in the Kubuqi Desert, but it also has the sacred springs and Yunzhong ancient county cultural and historical tourism resources, which are based on the special topography [56].
Culture-supported tourism normally includes a significant cultural part, such as indigenous herbal knowledge [2]. However, it also closely relies on natural resources or landscapes, such as the Tiger Leaping Gorge along the Jinsha River, China [57].

Stonehenge is a famous cultural temple site of prehistoric times in Europe, which was built with the method of “soil collection” [58]. Although there are many historic stories of the establishment of Stonehenge, it is primarily famous for its location and the natural scenery: on the summer solstice each year, two stones line up with the sun rising on the other side of the horizon [58]. Farm tourism also plays an important role in culture-supported tourism. Tourists can escape from the urban environment and get more in touch with nature by following farming traditions, such as fruit picking [59]. For example, more than 80% of the accommodation in the rural areas of East Germany is provided by farms [60].

Culture-led tourism represents rural tourism led by local cultures and heritage, including indigenous knowledge, arts, cultural souvenirs, food, historical landscapes, and cultural landmarks. The main attractions for tourists are the diversity and differences in cultures. Indigenous knowledge and the wisdom related to herbs, water, land, animals, and seasons offer new experiences for tourists to understand the world and communicate with nature [61–63]. For example, indigenous knowledge of the underwater environment could contribute to the development of diving tourism in Indonesia [64]. Local food is also a major attraction for tourists in this sort of tourism. For example, around 57% tourists surveyed in the Norwegian region said that local food is significant for their trips to rural destinations [65]. Constructing community museums or cultural centers is also another global popular form of culture-led tourism inheriting cultural heritage and serving roles of education [66]. It can also facilitate the operation of other services, such as souvenir purchasing and hospitality, as in the case of the Manitoba Agricultural Museum and Campground in Canada [66].

4. Discussion

As shown in the previous section, cultural integration is not a panacea to solve all of the development problems of rural areas. It involves a complicated integration process involving different stakeholders. Win–win solutions are not always possible. To further highlight the significance of why and how culture is integrated into rural tourism, we synthesized the results in Sections 3.1–3.4 in Figure 5 below.
Branding and attracting tourists are closely related to many types of integration. Motivation and satisfaction are two notions broadly studied in tourism academia, and the core of these two concepts is the tourist [67]. This is why the consensus objectives of most culture-integrating actions are to meet the different demands of tourists. Tourists are the main sources of all kinds of tourism; only when they come to these destinations can culture-integrated tourism have the expected effects. Therefore, collaborating to create a strong and positive perception of tourism destinations is fundamental to all culture-led, culture-supported, and culture-affiliated tourism. However, tourists are not a single group in which everyone has the same values, interests, and beliefs. As shown in Figure 5, they can have rather different views on culture-integrating actions. For example, tourists who are not interested in the local food vacillate between advocates and opponents. An oversimplification of tourists and their participation in tourism as consumers is ill-directed and may overlook the complex interaction among different stakeholders, as shown in Section 3.

The inheritance of indigenous culture and conserving heritage by establishing attractions play significant roles in promoting culture-led tourism. Culture-led tourism attracts tourists mostly based on the cultural component. Indigenous culture and local heritage are diverse and able to offer a range of different experiences. For example, tourists flock to some famous historical sites, museums, and temples, such as the Angkor Wat, the Prambanan Temple, the Borobudur Temple, and Potala Palace, and are exposed to unique local cultural beliefs about history, offerings, and worship [68,69]. Symbolized cultural elements, such as indigenous festivals, indigenous music, indigenous paintings, indigenous artefacts, cultural activities, and food, are also popular cultural elements that are integrated into rural tourism to attract specific groups of tourists who have a strong interest in different cultures [39,40]. Using local wisdom as a tourist attraction can promote sustainable tourism paradigms and extend the tourists’ stays [39,70].

Reviving isolated destinations is closely related to culture-supported and culture-led tourism and is based on the complementarity between natural resources and the cultural background. Isolated villages usually have affluent indigenous cultures and untouched nat-
ural land, such as lakes and forests, which can appeal to many visitors \[1,71\]. Thus, reviving these destinations can increase their visibility and develop tourism through publicity. This is mainly achieved by providing local accommodation with cultural elements, including food or souvenirs. Additionally, agricultural tourism has become increasingly popular among tourists who enjoy agricultural activities, such as picking fruits \[42,72\]. Agricultural tourism is mainly led by local farms and it is an important approach for promoting culture-supported and culture-affiliated tourism to conserve agricultural heritage \[72\]. Conserving natural resources is closely related to cultural-affiliated tourism, whose cultural component is the least. For example, Lake Taupō in New Zealand, Pink Lake in Australia, and Black Sand Beach in Iceland are not only known for their beautiful natural landscapes, but also for their appearances in famous books, movies, videos, and songs \[73,74\].

Win–win solutions are not always possible in cultural integration. Some poorly designed integrating operations, as shown, have destroyed cultural heritage, polluted native environments, and violated the human rights of local communities. Winners and losers are not always fixed and are largely dependent on the forms of integration and the expectations of different stakeholders. For example, entrepreneurs advocate for integrated projects mainly because of individual profits, which they can earn by integrating the local culture and investing in heritage projects such as historic buildings. However, they could also disagree with the refurbishment of historical structures if they cannot earn money. Businesspeople may not think cultural integration is always lucrative, and there may not be enough financial support from the government (Figure 5). Conflicts of interest among different stakeholders are often hard to avoid. For example, conflicts between foreign tour operators and the Vietnamese government suppressed the development of tourism \[75\]. The government was more concerned about the impacts of booming foreign capital and tourists on national security and state-owned tourism companies and restricted the licenses for activities and attractions. To meet tourist demand, foreign operators have had to rely on their personalized social networks to provide tourism offerings outside of the formal regulatory frameworks \[75\].

5. Conclusions and Policy Implications

Rural tourism is one of the most significant approaches to sustaining rural areas. Most tourism is based on different cultures; therefore, it is important to utilize the local culture to enrich tourism attractions, activities, and arts. While there have been many cases showing that culture benefits rural tourism, some destinations are not beneficiaries of culture-integrated tourism because it is ineffective, and some are even destroyed by such integration; for example, they lose their cultural identity, or there is a discrepancy between the supply and the demand. As a result, we must better understand why and how to integrate culture into rural tourism.

To address this issue, we conducted a scoping review to answer the following questions: What is known from the existing literature about the aims and motives (outcome) of integrating cultures (intervention) into rural tourism (population)? We then divided this question into three components: different regional motivations, stakeholder attitudes, and different levels of integration. We found that different countries have different starting points, which is mainly because of their different cultural backgrounds and geographical environments. There are six motives: (1) reviving isolated destinations and remote villages; (2) conserving heritage by establishing historical and cultural attractions; (3) conserving agricultural heritage; (4) conserving natural resources and landscapes; (5) the inheritance of indigenous culture; and (6) branding and attracting tourists. In addition, the stakeholders include tourism providers, managers, and consumers. They tend to maximize their own interests while considering others. Thus, their attitudes towards cultural tourism are also different from each other, and even the same stakeholder will change his/her attitude according to different interests. According to the extent to which culture and natural scenery are involved in tourism, we divided the degree of integration into three categories: culture-supported, culture-affiliated, and culture-led tourism.
Multi-stakeholder and multi-perspective analysis is needed to map how and why cultures are integrated into rural tourism. In addition, unveiling what cultures are integrated into rural tourism is needed. While cultural integration is complicated, injustice and conservation effects do not have to be a consequence of integrating cultures into rural tourism. Multi-way communication among tourism providers, managers, and consumers can mitigate disruptive outcomes and unlock positive social outcomes. Tourism managers, especially coming from higher authorities, should determine the administrative subject of tourism management, arrange clear management authority, and clarify the guiding and supervisory role of the government in tourism management. Local governments must understand the guidelines well and investigate the actual situation on the ground [76]. The management and ownership of scenic spots should be clearly divided, which can promote the capital being invested into their proper management and development. Thus, problems such as source guarantees and insufficient funds can be solved [76]. Tourism suppliers should limit passenger flow during peak tourism periods because the excess passenger flow will lead to the over-consumption and destruction of local resources. Specifically, taking the management of tourists seriously before they enter tourist destinations is an efficient prevention method. This approach includes regulating scenic spot season promotions, reasonable positioning of the target market, and making full use of price leverage. The use of mass media to disseminate information and close cooperation with travel agencies and other tourism agencies are the perfect ways to develop local tourism.

In addition, tourism development should follow a trustworthy and participatory approach that engages and empowers dispersed communities and displaced members to embrace, grow, and re-interpret their traditional cultures [77]. Tourists should also honestly and respectably express their tourism experiences and proactively and constructively present their comments and suggestions to tourism suppliers and managers. Tourists also need to respect customs and traditions of local communities, avoid damaging the places they visit and consider the consequences of their behavior on local people’s lives and cultures [78]. For local communities, culture integration means cultures are brought into their lives that are different from what they now have. As we introduced above, some cultures’ introduction fits well with local cultures, but some cultures’ introduction may damage the locals. Respecting and empowering local communities is needed in all processes of culture integration.
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